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Abstract—Nowadays, there is a trend to design complex, yet
secure systems. In this context, the Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) was designed to enrich the previously defined trusted
platforms. TEE is commonly known as an isolated processing
environment in which applications can be securely executed
irrespective of the rest of the system. However, TEE still lacks a
precise definition as well as representative building blocks that
systematize its design. Existing definitions of TEE are largely
inconsistent and unspecific, which leads to confusion in the use
of the term and its differentiation from related concepts, such as
secure execution environment (SEE). In this paper, we propose
a precise definition of TEE and analyze its core properties.
Furthermore, we discuss important concepts related to TEE,
such as trust and formal verification. We give a short survey
on the existing academic and industrial ARM TrustZone-based
TEE, and compare them using our proposed definition. Finally,
we discuss some known attacks on deployed TEE as well as its
wide use to guarantee security in diverse applications.

I. I NTRODUCTION
User requirements for security are increasingly becoming
demanding. New challenges arise, since modern systems are
becoming more and more complex, open and connected. Traditional security technologies can no longer meet the security
requirements of such architectures. This explains the recent
trend to integrate trusted computing concepts into different
systems, such as embedded systems [1].
Trusted Computing was defined to help systems to achieve
secure computation, privacy and data protection. Originally,
trusted computing relies on a separate hardware module that
offers a functional interface for platform security. The trusted
platform module (TPM) [2] allows a system to provide evidence of its integrity and to protect cryptographic keys inside
a tamper-evident hardware module. The main shortcoming of
the TPM is that it does not provide an isolated execution
environment for third-party, thereby reducing its functionality
to a predefined set of APIs. A new approach to address trusted
computing is to allow the execution of arbitrary code within a
confined environment that provides tamper-resistant execution
to its applications. In the literature, many names exist to
this environment. Examples are closed-box VM [3], operator
virtual machine (OVM) [4], TrustZone software (TZSW) [5],
and trusted language runtime [6]. In this paper, we are going

to refer to this environment using the term coined by GlobalPlatform in [7], that is trusted execution environment (TEE).
A TEE is a secure, integrity-protected processing environment, consisting of memory and storage capabilities [8].
For marketing purposes, the term TEE is heavily used in
advertisements of chip vendors and platform providers [9],
[10]. The first deployed system with TEE appeared almost a
decade ago demonstrated by a joint venture of Orange, Trusted
Logic and STMicroelectronics [11]. Nevertheless, no common
and precise understanding for this term has been established
so far, and no framework has been proposed to evaluate and
compare TEE solutions. To underline this observation, we cite,
in a chronological order, four definitions of TEE demonstrating
the inconsistent use and understanding of the term:
1) Ben Pfaff, Terra, 2003 [3] The TEE is a “dedicated
closed virtual machine that is isolated from the rest of
the platform. Through hardware memory protection and
cryptographic protection of storage, its contents are protected from observation and tampering by unauthorized
parties.”
2) OMTP, Advanced Trusted Environment, 2009 [12] “The
TEE resists against a set of defined threats and satisfies
a number of requirements related to isolation properties,
lifecycle management, secure storage, cryptographic
keys and protection of applications code.”
3) GlobalPlatform, TEE System Architecture, 2011 [7] “The
TEE is an execution environment that runs alongside
but isolated from the device main operating system. It
protects its assets against general software attacks. It
can be implemented using multiple technologies, and
its level of security varies accordingly.”
4) Jonathan M. McCune, Trustworthy Execution on Mobile Devices, 2013 [13] “The set of features intended
to enable trusted execution are the following: isolated
execution, secure storage, remote attestation, secure provisioning and trusted path.”
All definitions somehow mention isolated execution and
secure storage. In these two points there appears to be some
consent. However, definitions (1) and (3) are less explicit
about secure storage. Definition (1) specifically states crypto-

graphic protection as the only means to achieve secure storage,
whereas definition (3) tries to capture secure storage in a
generic way as a ‘protection of assets’. In addition, definition (1) describes isolation as the protection of the integrity
and confidentiality of the TEE runtime states. Regarding the
required security level, definitions largely differ from each
others. Definitions (1) and (4) do not specify a threat model for
the TEE. Definition (3) vaguely includes all software attacks
in the threat model, while definition (2) clearly specifies the
threats against which the TEE must resist. Definition (1)
describes the TEE as a ‘dedicated closed virtual machine’,
while the other definitions do not provide any detail about
the nature of the execution environment. Some definitions
are concerned by particular properties. For instance, definition
(2) and McCune’s definition (4) involve content management
by indicating that TEE should remotely manage and update
its data in a secure way (secure provisioning). Furthermore,
the McCune’s definition is specific to the context of humaninterface devices, and therefore it includes the requirement of
interaction between the TEE and end-users (trusted path).
We argue that existing definitions of TEE fail to capture the
core aspects of this term in a clear and unambiguous manner
and are even contradictory in some parts. To address this issue,
in this paper, we propose a new refined definition of TEE
considering its core aspects and the ‘separation kernel’ trusted
model (Section II). Thereby, we differentiate TEE from some
related concepts. In Section III, we present the building blocks
that capture the TEE design, followed by Section IV, in which
we review the principal formal methods used in the context of
TEE. Section V gives a brief survey on the existing industrial
and academic TEE, and compares them using our proposed
definition. In Section VI, we discuss some known attacks on
deployed TEE, and classify the research propositions defined
in the literature that rely on TEE to guarantee security. We
end with a brief summary.
II. T RUSTED E XECUTION E NVIRONMENT
In this section, we first describe the model of ‘separation
kernel’, which is a fundamental concept related to the dualexecution-environment approach [14], and thus to the TEE.
We then present a new refined and comprehensive definition,
as well as analyze its core aspects. Finally, we distinguish the
TEE from some related terms: secure execution environment
(SEE) and dynamic root of trust measurement (DRTM).
A. Prerequisite: Separation Kernel
The separation kernel is a foundation component of the
TEE. It is the element that assures the property of isolated
execution. The separation kernel, firstly introduced in [15], is
a security kernel [16] used to simulate a distributed system.
Its main design purpose is to enable the coexistence of
different systems requiring different levels of security on the
same platform. Basically, it divides the system into several
partitions, and guarantees a strong isolation between them,
except for the carefully controlled interface for inter-partition
communication.

The security requirements for separation kernels are
described in the Separation Kernel Protection Profile
(SKPP) [17]. The SKPP defines separation kernel as “hardware
and/or firmware and/or software mechanisms whose primary
function is to establish, isolate and control information flow
between [...] those partitions.”. Unlike traditional security
kernels, such as operating systems, micro-kernels and hypervisors, the separation kernel is quite simple, providing both
time and space partitioning.
The security requirements are composed of four main
security policies:
• Data (spatial) separation. Data within one partition cannot be read or modified by other partitions;
• Sanitization (temporal separation). Shared resources cannot be used to leak information into other partitions;
• Control of information flow. Communication between
partitions cannot occur unless explicitly permitted;
• Fault isolation. Security breach in one partition cannot
spread to other partitions.
B. Definition
Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) is a tamperresistant processing environment that runs on a separation
kernel. It guarantees the authenticity of the executed code, the
integrity of the runtime states (e.g. CPU registers, memory
and sensitive I/O), and the confidentiality of its code, data
and runtime states stored on a persistent memory. In addition,
it shall be able to provide remote attestation that proves its
trustworthiness for third-parties. The content of TEE is not
static; it can be securely updated. The TEE resists against
all software attacks as well as the physical attacks performed
on the main memory of the system. Attacks performed by
exploiting backdoor security flaws are not possible.
C. Discussion
We define TEE as an execution environment which protects
both its runtime states and stored assets, hence the need
for isolation and secure storage. Unlike dedicated hardware
coprocessors, TEE is able to easily manage its content by
installing or updating its code and data. In addition, it must
define mechanisms to securely attest its trustworthiness to
third-parties. The threat model includes all software attacks
and the physical attacks performed on the main memory and
its non-volatile memory by a powerful adversary.
We argue that our definition is more general and includes
all the previously presented definitions of TEE. Secure execution, openness and trust are its main parts. Conceptually,
our definition means that no untrusted code should be able
to cause, enable, or prevent any event in the TEE. Events
include not only the execution of instructions, but also traps,
exceptions and interruptions. ‘Trust’ is discussed further in the
next subsection.
D. How Trust Can Be Measured
As mentioned in the above definition, and as its name
indicates, the concept of trust is crucial to the TEE. Thus,

a direct comparison between two systems in terms of TEE
is only possible if trust can be quantified. The main problem
is that trust is a subjective property, hence non-measurable.
In English, trust is the “belief in honesty and goodness of a
person or thing.”. A belief is hard to capture in a quantified
way. The notion of trust is more subtle in the field of computer
systems. In the real world, an entity is trusted if it has behaved
and/will behave as expected. In the computing world, trust
follows the same assumption.
In computing, trust is either static or dynamic. A static
trust is a trust based on a comprehensive evaluation against
a specific set of security requirements. The Common Criteria
(CC) [18] are an international standard that provides assurance
measures for the security evaluation. The CC specify seven
evaluation assurance levels (EAL1–EAL7), where levels with
higher numbers include all requirements of the preceding
levels. In static trust, the trustworthiness of a system is
measured only once and before its deployment. Dynamic trust
is quite different. It is based on the state of the running system,
and thus it varies accordingly. A system continuously changes
its “trust status”. In dynamic trust, the trustworthiness of a
system is constantly measured throughout its lifecycle.
The concept of dynamic trust is based on the existence of a
secure and reliable means that provides evidence of the trust
status of a given system. Trust, in this context, can be defined
as an expectation that the system state is as it is considered to
be: secure. This definition requires a trusted entity called Root
of Trust (RoT) to provide trustworthy evidence regarding the
state of a system. The role of RoT is divided into two parts.
First is the trusted measurement and second is the function
that computes the trust score. The trustworthiness of the system, namely the generated score, depends on the reliability of
the trust measurement. If a malicious entity can influence the
trust measurement, then the generated score of trustworthiness
is of no value. Therefore, RoT is necessarily a tamper-resistant
hardware module. RoT, sometimes called trust anchor, can
be implemented using various technologies. This depends on
the hardware platform that is used to guarantee the isolation
properties in the separation kernel. For instance, TrustZonebased systems [19] rely on secureROM or eFuse technology
as trust anchor. PUF, Physically Unclonable Function, is a
promising RoT technology for TEE [20].
Trust in TEE is a hybrid trust; it is both static and semidynamic. Before deployment, a TEE must be certified by
thoroughly verifying its security level in accordance of a
protection profile, a document that contains a predefined set
of security requirements. For instance, GlobalPlatform defines
a protection profile that conforms to EAL2 [21]. In addition,
during each boot, the RoT assures that the loaded TEE is
the one certified by the platform provider. Strictly speaking,
RoT protects the integrity of the TEE code. Once running, the
integrity is protected by the underlying separation kernel. The
trust in TEE is considered semi-dynamic because the TEE is
not supposed to change its trust level while running because
it is protected by the separation kernel. In this model of trust,
the trust measurements are integrity measurements, and the

trust score is a boolean that indicates the integrity state of the
code. The TEE is trusted when its trust score is true, untrusted
otherwise. The quality of the trust score depends on the defined
measurements for integrity.
To evaluate the actual trust, as a first step, we define a trust
function f (TEE, protection profile, RoT, measurements) as
a function that returns the trust level of a given TEE depending
on three parameters: the certificating protection profile, the
reliability of RoT, and the integrity measurements. The precise
definition of this function is beyond the scope of this paper.
E. Related Concepts
In this section, we highlight the conceptual differences
between TEE and the related terms SEE and DRTM.
Secure Execution Environment (SEE) is a prerequisite for
TEE, but it does not consider trust aspects. SEE is a processing environment that guarantees the following properties: (1)
authenticity: the code under execution should not have been
changed; (2) integrity: runtime states should not have been
tampered with; and (3) confidentiality: code, data and runtime
states should not have been observable by unauthorized applications, or even by the main OS of the system. In contrast
to TEE, the design of SEE does not involve RoT to assert
the integrity and authenticity of the loaded code. Moreover, it
does not define secure mechanisms to update its applications
and confidential data. In fact, in our definition, TEE is an open
SEE that guarantees trust.
Dynamic Root of Trust Measurement (DRTM) is a group
of techniques that enables some pieces of code to be executed
in an isolated environment, without trusting the previously
loaded software. This technology has been used to securely
execute critical software applications. Unlike TEE, the trusted
computing base (TCB) of DRTM is not limited to the code
running in the isolated environment, but it also includes a
small part of the main OS. Moreover, DRTM does not provide
secure storage or include trusted mechanisms, such as remote
attestation and integrity measurement, in its core design.
In contrast to the TEE definition stated above, the isolated
execution environment needs to use the main memory as its
runtime memory, and hence is vulnerable to attacks on main
memory. TEE is supposed to resist against physical attacks on
main memory by executing its code in a protected memory. It
is worth noting that DRTM does not allow concurrency. All
software is frozen until the end of the isolated environment
execution. Therefore, DRTM is not suitable for systems which
execute non-secure applications with real-time constraints.
III. TEE B UILDING B LOCKS
To capture the core design aspects of TEE, we propose the
following definitions which are illustrated in the figure 1.
• Secure Boot assures that only code of a certain property
can be loaded. If a modification is detected, the bootstrap
process is interrupted. An example implementation of secure
boot, as proposed by Arbaugh et al., is to verify the integrity
of a succeeding component according to a given reference
value [22]. Generally speaking, the design of secure boot

Fig. 1.

An Overview of TEE Building Blocks

consists of various stages, and therefore, a chain of trust is
established. This chain can be represented by the recurrence:
I0 = True;
Ii+1 = Ii ∧ Vi (Li+1 )
where Ii denotes the integrity of layer i and Vi is the
corresponding verification function. The verification function
performs cryptographic hash of the ith layer, and compares the
result to the reference value. We note that without the integrity
of the initial boot code, represented by the I0 , any further
integrity verification becomes pointless. Thus, the initial boot
code is protected by a tamper-evident hardware module.
• Secure Scheduling assures a “balanced” and “efficient”
coordination between the TEE and the rest of the system.
Indeed, it should assure that the tasks running in the TEE
do not affect the responsiveness of the main OS. Thus,
the scheduler is often designed preemptive. Furthermore, the
scheduler should take real-time constraints into consideration.
Authors in [23] propose a secure scheduler that enhances the
responsiveness of the main OS without compromising the realtime performance of the system.
• Inter-Environment Communication defines an interface
allowing TEE to communicate with the rest of the system.
Despite its numerous benefits, it introduces new threats: (1)
message overload attacks [24]; (2) user and control data corruption attacks [25]; (3) memory faults caused by shared pages
being removed; and (4) unbound waits caused by the noncooperation of the untrusted part of system. There exist various methods and implementations of inter-environment communication. However, each mechanism should satisfy three
key attributes: reliability (memory/time isolation), minimum
overhead (unnecessary data copies and context switches), and
protection of communication structures. In the literature, we
identify three models of communication: (1) GlobalPlatform
TEE Client API [26]; (2) secure RPC (Remote Procedure
Call) of Trusted Language Runtime [6]; and (3) real-time
RPC of SafeG [27]. Secure inter-environment communication
is proposed in [28].

• Secure Storage is storage where confidentiality, integrity
and freshness (i.e., to protect against replay attacks and to
enforce state continuity [29]) of stored data are guaranteed,
and where only authorized entities can access the data [30]. A
common way to implement secure storage is sealed storage.
Sealed storage is based on three components: (1) integrityprotected secret key that can be accessed only by the TEE; (2)
cryptographic mechanisms, such as authenticated encryption
algorithms; and (3) data rollback protection mechanism, such
as replay-protected memory blocks (RPMB) (see [31]).
• Trusted I/O Path protects authenticity, and optionally confidentiality, of communication between TEE and peripherals
(e.g., keyboard or sensors) [32]. Thus, input and output data
are protected from being sniffed or tampered with by malicious
applications. To be more precise, trusted I/O path protects
against four classes of attacks: screen-capture attack, key
logging attack, overlaying attack, and phishing attack. Trusted
path to user-interface devices enables broader functionality
within TEE. It allows a human user to directly interact with
applications running inside TEE. Examples of trusted userinterface can be found in [33]–[35].
IV. F ORMAL M ETHODS
The design of TEE, or any piece of software, consists of
two aspects: requirements specification and implementation. A
TEE is said to be correct if its implementation is verified to
satisfy all the defined requirements. Formal methods, which
are mathematically based languages and techniques, are used
to prove correctness. Although formal methods do not necessarily guarantee correctness, they provide insights which prove
useful in constructing better systems.
There are two goals for formal methods: specification
and verification. Formal specifications aim at describing the
requirements of a system in a syntax-based language. They
are a necessary condition to perform proof-based verification
on implementation. A set of formal specifications, combined
with a formal language produce a formal model. In literature,
there are several formal models for separation kernel. The most

TEE
ObC
<t-base
Andix OS
TLK
TLR
SafeG

Author
laboratory/company
Nokia
Trustonic
TU Graz University of Technology
NVidia
Microsoft
Nagoya University

License

TCB Size

Supported Normal World

Supported Hardware Platform

Close
Close
Open-source
Open-source
Close
Open-source

10kB
Unknown
Unknown
128kB
152.7 KLOC
1.96 kB

Symbian OS
Android
Linux
Android
.NET CLR
TOPPERS/ASP

300 MHz OMAP 2420
Samsung Exynos platforms
iMX53 QSB
Tegra SoCs
Tegra 250 Dev Kit
PB 1176 JZF-S board

TABLE I
A N OVERVIEW OF THE C OMPARED TEE S

widely used formal specifications for separation kernel are
those proposed by Greve, Wilding and Vanfleet (GWV) [36].
Concerning formal languages, the mainly used are Z notation,
B method [37], HOL4 (a variation of High Order Logic) [38],
and ACL2 (A Computational Logic for Applicative Common
Lisp) [39]. Formal verification is used to analyze the formal
model for the desired properties. Two general approaches to
formal verification exist in practice today. The first, model
checking, is a technique in which systems are modeled as
finite state systems. The second, theorem proving, proves that
a system satisfies the specifications by deductive reasoning.
Although proofs can be constructed by hand, machine-assisted
theorem provers are used in most cases. Theorem proving is
used more often than model checking because it can efficiently
deal with complex properties.
We illustrate with two formally verified separation kernels.
INTEGRITY-178B [40] is a separation kernel of Green Hills
Software that is certified EAL6+. It uses GWV as formal
specifications, ACL2 as formal language, theorem proving
as formal verification method, and ACL2 theorem prover.
SeL4 [41] is developed by NICTA and was formally verified
for security critical domain. It uses information flow security
as formal specifications, HOL as formal language, theorem
proving as formal verification method, and Isabelle/HOL theorem prover.
Formal methods play an important role in computing the
‘trust level’ defined by the trust function (II-D), since the
protection profile could be defined using formal specifications
and proved using formal verification. This could highly improve the trust level. However, formal methods are not a silver
bullet. The trust function has other parameters and they could
negatively impact the global trust level, even though formal
methods are employed. For the best of our knowledge, there
is no TEE that is formally verified. We believe that formal
characterization of TEE specifications will be regarded as a
considerable contribution. The most difficult part will be to
include all the components and building blocks in a single
model, despite their heterogeneity. Any formal model must at
least comprise the underlying separation kernel, the root of
trust and the secure execution environment.

core to provide an abstraction of two virtual cores (VCPUs):
secure VCPU and non-secure VCPU. The monitor is seen
as a minimal hypervisor whose main role is the control of
information flow between the two virtual cores.
A short survey on the existing TrustZone-based TEE solutions in both the academic and industrial worlds is presented.
A. Industrial TEEs
Established companies have invested to define their own
TEE and integrate them in their devices. Some companies
have published their architecture, while some have preferred
secrecy over openness. Companies which open their TEE
include Nokia and Samsung. Nokia, currently Microsoft integrate their TEE called ObC [43] into Nokia Lumia devices.
Samsung define TZ-RKP [44] that is deployed on the latest
Samsung Galaxy series. Closed-architecture TEEs include <tbase of Trustonic [9], SecuriTEE of Solacia [10], and QSEE
of Qualcomm. Sierraware [45] propose two versions of TEE:
open-source TEE that is called SierraTEE and a licensed TEE.
Trusted Foundation and Mobiore, defined by Trust Logic and
G&D respectively, are disappearing from the market because
the two companies joined their efforts and formed Trustonic.
We also consider as industrial TEEs those which are defined
by companies, but there is no public information about their
deployment on commercial devices. STMicroelectronics, in
collaboration with Linaro make their TEE called OP-TEE
available on GitHub [46]. Nvidia proposes an open-source
implementation of TEE called TLK.
B. Academic TEEs
In the academic world, many prototypes of TEE exist. We
only mention seven of them: (1) Genode TEE defined by Genode Labs [35]; (2) Open TEE defined by Intel Collaborative
Research Institute for Secure Computing [47]; (3) Andix OS
defined at TU Graz University of Technology; (4) ARMithril
defined at North Carolina State University; (5) SafeG defined
at Nagoya University [48]; (6) ViMoExpress defined by Electronics and Telecommunication Research Institute [49]; and
(7) TLR defined by Microsoft Research [6].
C. Comparative Study

V. ARM T RUST Z ONE - BASED TEE
ARM TrustZone technology can be seen as a special kind
of virtualization with hardware support for memory, I/O and
interrupt virtualization [42]. This virtualization enables ARM

We compare six TEE solutions using our proposed building
blocks. An overview of these TEEs are presented in table I. We
decided to compare only these TEEs because they represent
well the wide spectrum of the different solutions. We do not

TEE

Provisioning

ObC

Open provisioning, which means
that the content management
does not need the approval of
any trusted-party.

<t-base

Owner-centric provisioning
model in which an application
to be installed on TEE needs to
be encrypted using a key derived
from the platform secret key.

Secure storage
Sealing storage using AES-EAX
authenticated encryption. The root
key is derived from a one-time
programmable (e-Fuse) persistent
on-chip key.
Sealing storage which is not
based on file systems. Instead,
the unit of storage is an object.
Objects are organized into a
tree-like structure. Containers are
protected by the secret key of
their parent.

Secure UI

Inter-world communication

Defined

Proprietary interface

Defined

GlobalPlatform TEE
Client API

Andix OS

Not defined

Sealing storage

Not defined

TLK

Not defined

Not defined

TLR

Not defined

Not defined

.NET Remoting

SafeG

Not defined

Sealing storage
Sealing storage with mechanisms
to protect against rollback attack.
Unknown

GlobalPlatform TEE
Client API
Proprietary interface

Defined

Secure RPC

TABLE II
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include secure boot in our comparison criteria, since Nondisclosure agreements (NDA) prevent authors from providing
details about their secure boot.
As illustrated in table II, only the two TEE widely deployed, namely ObC and <t-base, provide secure provisioning.
Trustonic attempts to control the content management of its
TEE, while ObC opens their TEE for any party to install secure
applications. Similarly, due to its high complexity, secure UI is
not defined for all TEE. Concerning secure storage, it is often
accomplished using sealing storage with AES encryption.
Our comparative table shows that there is no clear standard
for inter-environment communication. The use of proprietary
interface is common.
VI. ATTACKS AND A PPLICATIONS
We first discuss the attacks conducted on TEE deployed
on mobile devices. We then provide a classification of the
proposed applications that rely on TEE to guarantee security.
A. Attacks
TEE has been heavily promoted as the silver bullet solution
that provides secure processing in mobiles and embedded
systems. However, far from speculative bubbles and marketing claims, security experts have not put TEE to the test,
especially because of non-disclosure agreement (NDA). The
attack surface of TrustZone-based TEE is: software exceptions
(e.g. SMC call), hardware exceptions (e.g. interrupts), shared
memory interface, peripherals, and TEE-specific calls. The
threat model includes a powerful attacker who is able to
execute an arbitrary code in the kernel privileges.
To the best of our knowledge, three attacks have been
published against QSEE or a manufacturer-customized version
of QSEE. QSEE is an enticing target for attackers, since
Qualcomm controls the majority of the market of Android
devices. In addition, it is easier to exploit security flaws, as
the memory layout of QSEE is known. In fact, the QSEE
resides unencrypted on eMMC flash and loaded at known

physical address. Disassemblers are used to gain insight into
QSEE implementation. In [50], authors present an exploit that
is caused by code added by HTC. The exploit enables the
execution of an arbitrary code within TrustZone in the secure
region of the memory. D. Rosenberg unlocks the bootloader
of Motorola Android phones using two different exploits. The
first exploit is about overwriting part of the secure region of
the memory with certain values [51]. This is used to bypass the
check of the function that unlocks the bootloader. The exploit
works only on Qualcomm-based Motorola Android phones.
The second exploit affects all Android phones that utilize
Qualcomm Snapdragon SoC [52]. By issuing specially crafted
SMC requests, an attacker can execute an arbitrary code inside
the QSEE. This vulnerability may be used to compromise any
applications relying on TEE for security.
Besides exploiting SMC calls, the shared memory can
be manipulated to find vulnerabilities. In [53], a module
intercepting exchanged data between the normal world and
the secure world is implemented. This module is integrated
inside the kernel driver which interacts with the TEE. The
targeted TEE by this attack is MobiCore and its goal is to
better understand the internal workings of MobiCore trustlets.
B. Applications
The use of TEE paves the way for offering services requiring a high level of security in a complex and connected system.
Most of TEE applications defined in the literature are designed
for smartphones. It is used to provide a wide range of secure
services: ticketing [54], [55], privacy-friendly public transport
ticketing [56], online transaction confirmation [57], privacyfriendly online prepaid mobile payment [58], [59], media
content protection [60], [61], authentication to access cloud
storage services [62], [63], two factor authentication [64], [65],
and trusted sensors [66].
TEE is also used to implement TPM (Trusted Platform
Module) on a software-only basis, without the need for additional special purpose hardware [67]–[69]. There is a trend

to use TEE to secure various embedded system platforms, such
as sensors and Internet of Things [70].
TEE was used recently to provide self-protection to autonomic systems. Azab et.al perform real-time protection for
kernels of mobile devices [44], while authors of [71] propose introspection mechanisms for operating systems using
TrustZone-based trusted execution environment.
VII. R ELATED W ORK
This paper could be considered as a survey on the domain of
trusted execution environment. Our approach is distinguished
from existing surveys. The closest work to ours are [8], [72].
In [8], authors discuss trust computing in mobile devices. They
focus on existing technologies and fail to provide a theoretical
framework for TEE. Arfaoui et al. [72] present TEE uniquely
according to GlobalPlatform standards.
The particularity of our work is that we present a refined
definition of TEE. Its core properties are clearly defined.
Other important related topics are discussed, such as formal
verification, known attacks, and a classification of the proposed
applications in the literature using TEE to guarantee security.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
TEE has practical interests and can be used to construct
complex systems. Thus, we believe that deeper understanding
of TEE is required in order to design better and more trustworthy systems.
In this paper, we proposed a refined definition of TEE to
contribute in establishing a common understanding of this
term in the context of trusted computing. Furthermore, we
examined the building blocks of TEE explicitly differentiating
it conceptually from the classical notions of SEE and DRTM.
Moreover, we discussed how trust can be measured as well as
formal verification for TEE. Finally, we discussed TrustZonebased TEE, by providing a short survey using our proposed
definition, presenting the known attacks and classifying the
proposed applications of TEE in the literature.
Many challenges exist. Our future work will focus on
providing a formal definition for TEE, as well as explicitly
defining the trust function in order to compute the trust level
for the different TEE platforms.
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